DOCUNIFY is a growing Admintech-company awarded by FEDIL “Innovative Start-up of the year”.
DOCUNIFY offers to its clients a secured and paperless collaborative platform and is currently seeking a
Junior JavaScript Full-Stack Developer to join its developers’ team and to grow the
functionalities of its platform.
On a daily basis, you’ll get to play with:
- AngularJs and Angular
- HTML5, CSS3, LESS / Sass
- REST Apis
- Node.js, Express, Mocha
- MongoDB
- Docker, Jenkins, Prometheus and Cloud Infrastructure
- Github, CI / CD, Cypress, WebStorm, YouTrack …
You’ll have the chance to show off your skills across multiple modules, ranging from Web applications
and Hybrid Mobile applications, to DevOps configurations over the Azure Cloud and Electronic Signature
components.
You’ll have the opportunity to contribute to the software that propels the company forward as well as
sharpening your skills on different technologies. If you love coding in JavaScript and creating great User
Experience, then we have to meet.
About you
You have graduated from a CS degree / Bootcamp and ideally you have some real-world production
experience working as part of a team.
You love staying on the cutting edge of the Software Engineering stack and aren’t afraid of moving
quickly and breaking some eggs. Your thirst for knowledge is continuously growing and doesn’t show
any sign of slowing down.
You love writing reusable, testable and efficient code and think that a team grows and improves by
sharing knowledge and experiences. You’re convinced that Agile is a mind-set and not another step-bystep project management methodology.
Last but not least, you’re a team player and enjoy working with great colleagues in a relaxed atmosphere,
with easily accessible offices, close to the Belgian border in Rombach-Martelange (Luxembourg).
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Ideal candidate skills







Proficient knowledge of HTML and CSS3
JavaScript experience and frameworks such as Angular, React or Vue
Back-end development experience (e.g. Node.js, Java, Python, …)
Pragmatic experience with databases (SQL / NoSql)
RESTful API design and implementation
Git and GitHub master

Bonus skills









UX / UI
CSS pre-processors (LESS or SASS)
MongoDB
Docker
WebRTC
Ionic, ReactNative, NativeScript
CI/CD, DevOps, Cloud
Java, Python, PHP

Are you ready to join our digital and fully collaborative world, and working on a day-to-day basis to
propose new collaboration tools to all our customers?
If you think you are the person we are looking for, please send us your CV to RH@docunify.com
(https://docunify.com/privacy-policy/)
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